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VOL. 65
System to be revamped

Security ·proposals given okay
By KAREN KRAFT .
NewaAaporter
sign-in system for visitors.
use the main doors.
Xavier students may notice a few
- All broken doors have been
-· Rod Shearer, dean of student
changes in the security system in the fixed with the exception of a base- development, is meeting with
next couple of months. These ment door in Brockman.
representatives of Motorola- to dischanges, which were proposed by
- At least one guard who is cuss a pager system for the G.A.s.
both student government and stu- familiar with the Xavier campus will
- The Consortium of Universident development, were approved be on duty during each weekend ties in Cincinnati is attempting to set
last .week by Xavier President Rev. shift.
up a· training 'program for private
Robert Mulligan, S.J.
- Guards. will patrol separate campus security guards.
The proposals which will be im- areas of the campus instead of workShllarer feels that the most complemented immediately include the ing in pairs.
plicated procedure to implement will
following:
- Signs will be posted in each be the pager. system. "We will be try. - Students may now contc1ct dorm warning students that they will ing various pager systems until we
security directly through the infor- be fined $SO for blocking doors find one that suits our needs,"
mation desk instead of waiting to . open. The G .A.s will be checking the Shearer said, "which could be a long
find a graduate assistant.
doors each night on their rounds. process."
·
...:.:... A more complete and accurate Also, students will be encouraged
Student Government President
security log will be kept at'the infor- not to admit strangers into the Mark Luebbers is pleased with Muimation desk.
building.
. ligan's response to the proposals.
- Students will be stationed at a
Those changes still being in- "The administration has been
desk in the lobby of each dorm in vestigated include the following:
responsive to our feelings about the
order to monitor who enters the
- Additional-locks on the aux- security system," Luebbers said.
Plloto by Anne AHie
building. In addition, student iliary doors of the dorms at night so "Now we11 just have to keep on .Athlellc Board Chairman Biii Daly preHnt1 Coach Bob Steak with the game
development is. contemP,lating a . that studen~ and visitors will have to the_m to produce."
ball, commemorating Steak'• flrat victory •• XU head coach.

1980 Fredin scholars announced
By RICH BERNING

months will consist of French study
at the University of Sorbonne, which
The recipients of the Fredin was constructed in the 17th century.
Memorial Scholarship were ariAll classes will be taught in
nounced last week by the Fredin French. When the students return,
Memorial Scholarship Committee. they will have earned enough credits
Those receiving~this· horior.arC;:¥e.n.,... · to cjeclare French as a major area of
Menkhaus; Marie West and· Beth study. Credits pertaining to their
Dillon, all sophomores chosen from original major will be worked out ·
a total of nineteen students who had on an individual basis with
applied.
counselors and the dean of the
The Fredin
Memorial college in which they are enrolled.
Scholarships have been set up to
allow one or more Xavier students to
In the past, four or five students
pursue their studies in French while have been annually presented this
in France. A French language scholarship. This is the first year that
background, however, is not a re- only three students were chosen.
quirement for the scholarship. A Rev. Thomas Kennealy, S.J.,
special committee composed of associate dean of the college of arts
faculty members screens and and sciences, and a member of the
Fredin .Scholarship Committee, exchooses recipients ..
The three students chosen will live plained, "We are working with a
in France for one full calendar year given amount of money· from a
beginning in June. Their first three scholarship fund. In light of the
rather heavy rate of inflation in
France and the declining value of the
dollar against the French franc, we
had only enough money for three
students to study in Paris."
some sort of detection system,
Menkaus, West and Dillon, were
hopefully before next fall. However, chosen for special qualities which
it will in no way cause problems for they possess and.have displayed. The
.. students entering or leaving· the committee considers not only a
building."
student's GPA, but also his or her involvement in extracurriculars, along
with other attributes which the comN - Reporter

.

Plloto by Ann• Ab•I•

Thi• yHr'1 F;edln 1cholar1hlp1 were awarded to 1ophomore1 Ken Menkau1,
Marie Weit .end Beth Diiion, who wlll 1tudy for a year In Parl1, France. The
number of acholar1hlp1 wa1 redu~ed from four to thrff due to lnflallonary
co1t1.

Security system may be installed

Book th-efts continue at. McDonald
By AMY BLY

been unique to Xavier.
Addressing herself to the question
Xavier's McDonald Library has of · possibly installing a security
been the victim of ·"considerable" system in the library, Griffi.n combook theft in the past year, accor- m"._nted, "We might be installing
ding to. Ms. Mary Ann Griffin,.
library director. Although actual
statistics of the amount of books
stolen are still not available, the inventory now being conducted by the
library will document the extent of
the problem, she added.
Newt R•port•r

Co~struction

under way·
on CBA b'uilding
By DAVE COSGROVE

Griffin said she feels that they are
missing a fair amount of b1Joks, but
explained that this is only "intuitive
information." She also stated that
."we will search for ihese books over
a period of months to be sure that
they haven't just been misfiled. We
will definitely push to finish this inventory over the Christmas break."
Tom French, director of the
periodicals section, also added that
"we check the periodicals about
every six weeks to see what's missing,
and so far there have been roughly 6<>
issues missing since September."
Griffin ~!so mentioned that this
has been a constant problem over the
last.few years, and not one that has

Hewe R.,orter. .

With large mounds of earth and a
half-dug foundation forming the
backdrop, groundbreaking
ceremonies for Xavier's new CBA
building were held last Thursday,
November 29.
Helcf between Bellarmine Chapel
and Alter Hall, the program marked
the official beginning of a construction period that is expected to run 18
months, and included such·
dignitaries as former Mayor Bobbie
Sterne and Xavier President Rev.
Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.
Although cold temperatures, a
slight snowfall and bitter winds kept
the event rather brief, a crowd of
about 100 people showed up to help
commemorate the occasion. In-

mittee feels will enable the students
to adapt quickly and get the most out
of their studies.

A sophomore from Youngstown,
Ohio, Marie West isa physics major.
She works for the Xavier News and
is a member of the film committee.
She also plays intramural basketball
and volleyball.
Ken Menkhaus, an international
affairs major, has traveled extensively and currently lives in Ft. Thomas,
Kentucky. Xavier is the eleventh
school he has attended in his
lifetime. Menkhaus is sports editor
for the News' and played No. 2
singles on varsity tennis last year. He
will play again this year. Menkhaus
is currently employed at Western
Hills Indoor Tennis Club as a tennis
instructor. He has studied French
for six years.
Beth Dillon is also an international affairs major. Froi:n
Louisville, Kentucky, · she has
traveled "more than the average person," she says. Born in Providence,
Rhode Island, she lived a year in
England with her family and has
returned there several times. In high
school she traveled to France with
·the University of Louisville to study
French. Beth also writes for the XU
News and plays intramural football,
volleyball and basketball.

vitations to the ceremony had been
sent to the entire Xavier faculty, and
they along with administrators and
alumni accounted for the largest
·number of onlookers.
· · After an opening prayer by Rev .
Thomas Kennealy,· a series of
speakers addressed the , audience.
Sterne rendered a few perfunctory
remai:ks,-and Rev. Mulligan gave
credit to Dr. Thomas Hailstones,
dean of the college of business administration, for initiating and directing the planning of the new facility.
Following the speeches, the
various administrators and trustees,
acco~panied .bY student representative Merry Jo Falso, grasped their
shovels and completed the
traditional ceremony.

'-· --··.

. .... ·l.- -:--

Volunteers. seek stlldent help
By SANDY SCHROEDER
A11oclata Edlior

The Student Volunteer's
Organization at Xavier needs interested and dependable students to
aid· in its various sports center
programs, said President Jean
Eichold.
Athough about 40 or 50
volunteers have signed up, Eichold
said it's very difficult to get people to
show up for various appointments.

By KEVIN CORRIGAN
Gr•fllll Editor

On Sunday, December 9, at 7:30 p.m. the French Club of Xavier
University will present a film entitled Gestes in Kelley Auditorium of
Alter Hall. A filmed dictionary of French gestures, the production
provides an introduction .into a formal aspect of nonverbal
communication in French. Warning: Although this film is being
presented on a Sunday, it is definitely not recommended for Sunday
school classes.

•••••

The Sport Center will be open during Christmas holidays from
Monday, January 7, through Wednesday, January 16, · 1980. The
hours will be from noon to 5 p.m. each day.

•••••

Anyone still wishing to get a Xavier ID are asked to contact Merry
Jo Falso at 791-8659. ID pictures will not be taken at scheduled times
until after the Christmas break.

"You can't rely on maybes," she
explained.
·
· Eich old said she didn't even
bother to call people up for last
Saturday's swimming session with
St. Rita's because people have been
so unreliable. Eichold and one other
girl oversaw the entire program
Saturday.
Volunteers are needed to oversee
and participate in volleyball, basketball, swimming and other sports.
Eichold added thiit people ·don't
realize the fun they're missing.
"It's a blast with St. Rita's.''

••••••
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This weekend will be the last chance for those who wish to see the
Xavier Players' one act plays. The Real Inspector Hound and The
American Dream will be shown tonight through Saturday at 8 p.m. in
I the University Center Theatre. The plays arefree to all students with
an XU ID, $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for all nonXavier students. For
reservations, call x3939.

after 4th copy

•••••

3325 Harrison (Cheviot)
Phone 661-1818

"Save a tree- Use both sid,es Of the paper. "

. .,. . . .
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The Boxing Club of Xavier University once again presents "Friday
Night at the Fights."The boxers will compete with Miami University
in ten bouts at 7:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. There will be a pre-fight
Happy Hour at Dana's from 2 till 6 p.m. and a post-fight party at the
Frat house at 10 p.m. Plenty of refreshments and excitement are
promised at the fieldhouse tomorrow night.

•••••

Any students interested in playing club ice hockey against area
clubs and universities after Christmas are asked to contact either John
Summers at ·x3261 or Brian Cullen at x3297 .

••• ••

Tickets are on sale now for the Afro-American Student
Association's Black Awareness Banquet to be held February 16, 1980.
The banquet will feature Dick Gregoa:y. Tickets are now SI0.00 per
person, but will go up to $I 5.00 after December 22. Tickets will be on
sale all week in the University Center. For more information, contact
either Daryle Lewis at 961-6194 or the urban affairs office at 745-3181.

•••••
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••••••

Former CIA director William E. Colby will speak tonight on "The
World of the 1980's - Intelligence Looks Ahead,"at 8 p.m; in Kelley
Auditorium .of Alt~r Hall. This free lecture is part of the O'Brien
Seminar Series in conjunction with the Prime Time Seminar Series.

There arc currently four volunteer
programs operating iq the. sprots
center. ·
On Monday nights, teen-age boys
from the Bob Hope House come
fn>m 7-9 p.m.; children from St.
Aloysius Orphanage are here on
Tuesday nights from 6:30-8:31) p.m.;
on Wednesdays, from 7:30-9:30
p.m., handicapped adults come from
LADD; and on Saturday, from JO
a.m.-12 p.m., children from St.
Rita's School for the Deaf visit
Xavier.
Eichold said she had also planned
to set up a tutoring· program with
Madonna House (a social service
orgainzation) and attempted to con•tact the man in charge there several
· times, but was unable to reach him.
She added that she's planning to
send out information to several
students who signed up as tutors explaining why the program fell
through.
A major project of Student
Volunteers is the Special Olympics
held each spring. Sometime in

·

.

February or· March, Xavier
volunteers go to .the .resident. home
for. the mentally retarded and teach
children how to run, throw a ball and ·
perform other basic athletic activities. Then in May, Eichold continued, an Olympic Day is held at
-U.C.'s football stadium in which
handicapped children throughout
the city participate. Volunteers work
one-on-one with the children, she
said.
As far as initiating new ,programs,
Eichold said she welco.mes input
from the students. She said if she
knows what type of volunteer work
students would like to do, she can
attempt to set up programs to suit
their interests.
At present, volunteers usually
don't go off-campus, said faculty advisor Father Jack Heim. He explained that Xavier would be held responsible for any accidents occurring on
the way to and from various appointments.
To handle this problem, he said he
usually adivses people who call him
and need volunteers off-campus.to
advertise on their own around the
university. In this way, ·individual
students may still do volunteer work
without inovlving the university.
Heim added that the university
may purchase a van iri the future,
making· it more feasible for
volu11teers to travel off campus.
Anyone itnerested in volunteering
for present programs or suggesting
new ones should contact Jean
Eichold at 531-0963 or Father Jack
Heim at x33IO.
·
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Breen Lodge is looking for anyone (students, faculty, or staff
member) interested in teaching or taking a course as part of its Free
University program. If interested, please call Susie Eyerman or April
Glaser at Breen (x3322) before Christmas break.

•••••

Party before exams on Saturday night, December 8, in Breen ·
Lodge. Refreshments (including the brew) and other goodies will be
served from 8 p.m. until everyone decides to leave.
-

.....

Campus Activities
Thurs. Dec. 6 Fri. Dec. 7

Sat. Dec. 8

Sun. Dec. 9
Mon. Dec. to Tues. Dec. 11 Wed. Dec. 12 -

O'Brien Seminar Series, William Colby. Kelly
Auditorium, Alter Hall, 8 p.m.
Sophomore class dance - cafeteria, University
Center, 9 p.m.
Xavier Players - The American Dream and The
Real Inspector Hound, Theatre, 8 p.m.
Xavier Players - The American Dream ·and The
Real Inspector Hound, Theatre, 8 p.m.
R.A. Taft Institute - terrace room, University
Center, 11:30 a.m.
Xavier University. Singers concert - Theaire,
University Center, 8 p.m:
Student senate meeting - 2 p.m. terrace· room
Comm.unity Orchestra, open rehearsal, Theatre, 7
p.m ..
Catholic Council, terrace room, University Center,
5:30 p.m.
·
Board of Trustees, terrace room, University
Center, all day.

reflect the opinions of the majority of the
Edltorlal Board and do not neceaaarlly
represent the opinion of the student body,
faculty, or •dmlnl1t•tlon of Xavier University.
The X•vier . News Is _the official student
newtpaper of Xavier University. The •rtlcles,
pictures, and format are the responslblllly of the
editors and do not represent the views of the
•dmlnlstratlon, faculty,,and student body of
Xavlef unlea1 1peclflcally 118ted. All lldltorlals
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The News Is publl1hed weekly during the
school year except during vac•tlon and
examlnallor• 1>eflods by Xavier Unlveralty •.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subscriptions are $ti.OD
per year within the United States and $7.50 per
year outside ·the country. The News, a non-

profit organization, is Issued a third class bulk
rate permit no. 1275.
Editor-In-chief .....•..•..•... Glenn A Feliz
Managing Editor . . . . . . . •.. . Robb R. Shrader
As·soclate Editors . • • . . . Donald P. Tassone,
Molly Massei, Sandy Schroeder
Advisor .. . .. • .. . .. . . .. • . .. . . . John A. Golz
Copy Editor .•............. Ann Wasserbauer
Sports l:dilar •...•..•.•...... Ken Menkhaus
Aris Editor .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. Greg Barker

Graffiti Editor ..... : . . • • • • . • Kevin Corrigan·
Photo Editor ................... Anne Abate
Business Manager . . . . . • • . . . . • . John Eckert
Production Managers ••.. Margaret Depolre,
Marie West, . Mary Lynn Ratterman,
Cathy Rieser
Stall •....•... Royce Anderson, Jim Barton,
Rich Berning, ,Mike Blanton, Amy Bly, Tony
- Bramer. Jim Burwinkel, Sandy Carroll, Tom
Castelo, Toby Charles. Terry Copper, Dave

Cosgrove, Doug Crawford, Theresa Custer,
Eileen Daly, Pam Decamp, Beth Dillon. Andy
Ourbln, Phyllis Ehler, Dan Fagel, Mary Jo Fatso,
Joan Geanuracos, Ginny Gelczls, Jack Greene,
Mary Hagerty, Barry Holland, Joe Jacobs,
Karen Kraft, Melanie Licking, Janet Limke, Rich ·
Llppoll, Mary Looby, Tony Martino, Sift Modic,
Marty Beth Moser, Ellen Nurre, Mike O'Reilly,
Rich Palenchar, Dave Pietras, Lori Rust, Mimi
Stauder, Frank Tafuri. Michelle Tocorzlc, Jim
Vorwald, Dave Welskltlle, Greg Wych.

Dream no sleeper, Hound no dog
as Players captivate audience
By MOLLY

MA~SET

Aaeoel•I• Edllor

The most baffling thing about the
Xavier Players' current production
is the billing. It has been consistently
billed as The Real Inspector Hound
with an almost parenthetical addition of "with curtain raiser The
American Dream." One gets the
impression that The American
·Dream is just on stage to kill time
before 1he Real Inspector Hound.
The fact is, Edward Albee's play is
by' no means a mere divertissement.
Although ii calls itselfa comedy, The
American Dream is acutally a disturbing, if not frightening, commentary.
Although there are amusing
moments, the comedy unsettles us.
From the outset, Mommy and Daddy make us uncomfortable. Ann
Moore does a spelendid job as the
vicious Mommy. Chuck Gugliotta's
Daddy is prope~ly ineffectual and
nervous.
Leslie McNeill does a fine job as
the sensuous Mrs. Barker and even
manages to look only the slightest bit
self-concious as she performs in hat,
pumps and a slip and camisole. ·.
Haward .Hendrix is throughly con-

vincing as the emotionless Young not only murder mysteries but also
Man.·
theater critics, playwrights and
Patti Walter's Grandma. is ex- actors. It plays with the-fusion of
cellent. She slides in and out of the fantasy and reality, though it
facade she wears before her never really 'asks· the demanding
daughter. She complains, she questions The American Dream
laughs, - she pouts. Walters moves does. Mostly Tom Stoppard's play
smoothly from commentator to is a lot of fun.
praticipant in the action around her.
Moon and Birdboot are two criDirector Charles E. Bolton gives tics reviewing an absolutely horrenus a show which pulls us into a dous murder mystery. Bird boot (Bill
sterile, disturbing world and Modic) has a sweet but homely wife
challenges us to examine . the at home and he is in the habit of winquestions it poses.
ing and dining young actresses.
Unfortunately, through no fault · Moon (Dennis WhetSel) is an overof its own, 1he American Dream is dramatic, second-string critic who
doomed to be overshadowed by The wants to be first-string. One of the
Real Inspector Hound, which is so . most hilarious parts of the play is
funny one is bound to become Moon's speech describing his dream
caught up in it.
· in which the second rates take over
The Real Inspector Hound. the world, second sons ascend the
directed by Otto Kva ii, spoof~ throne and "the bridesmaids rape the
bridegroom." Both Modfo and
Whetsel are wonderful.
Annie Fitzpatrick does a fine job
as Felicity, the young ingenue in the
murder-mystery. Claire Bajczk's
Cynthia is quite seductive. Both
women are in .Jove with Simori, the

Pllolo by Tom

ciliiteie

Clalre BaJczk In a scene from TM R,.l ln1pector Hound. The play continues
tonight, tomorrow end Saturday at I p.m. In the University Theatre. Adml11lon
11 $2.50 for adults, $1.50 for student• with XU 1tudent1 admitted free.

handsome young man played expertly by Joe Mock. Maria-Rose
Y oustra gives us a funny, scatter-·
brained housekeeper in Mrs.
Drudge.
Van Reeves and Barry Holland, as .
Magnus and Inspector Hound, can
afford to be even slightly more
affected. However, the casts of both
plays show remarkable depth;-there

are no really weak performances.
The sets, designed by Sheri Reider
and Tom Castele (who does a fine
job as the dead body in Inspector
·.Hound), are the best I've seen at
Xavier. Costumes by Jane Castellini
and Robin Byers help to transform
young students into older
characters, particularly in the case of
Anne Moore.

Movie vs. album, which way to go?

When the Beatles made the movie
A Hard Days Night in 1964 they
probably had no idea what they
were unleashing. Prior to that, one
had to ·depend on album covers arid
an occasional concert to see what
their musical heroes really· looked
like. What followed was a plethora
of rock 'n roll movies, everything
from the Woodstock happening to
Tommy and Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band. It became evident
. that quality was not always the main
objective, for associated with every
movie was a soundtrack. They prov,. ed as inseparable as sex, drugs and
rock 'n roll. In several instances one
had to wonder which came first, the
movie or the soundtrack. The
celluloid proeess seemed only a~ ex.
·:~~
i-1
cuse to launch another album.
Singing "Like a Hurricane," Nell Young really plays up a storm In the movie
Two. such m~vies are presently
Rutt Ne11er S1Hp1.
.

making the rounds. The Kids Are Young's music is more at home
Alright, concerning the Who, and among these dim surroundings than
Neil Young's Rust Never Sleeps. the clear and concise images that
Both are showing at Showcase may be possible.
Cinemas.
It is through the music that we see
It is difficult to get across the ex- Young evolving as an artist.
perience of a concert on film. This is Acoustic numbers like "I am a
the problem facing Rust Never Child" and "After the Gold Rush"
Sleeps. No matter how many are skillfully placed in the program
cameras and angles are utilized, you to contrast with electrified songs'
can't. help feeling you're missing such as "Cinnamon Girl" and "Like
something, whether it be some fancy A Hurricane." The result ·is one
guitarwork by Young or some aspect powerful dose of vintage Young,
of the stage set-up.
which, regretfully, ~an be as easily
The movie encompasses one live ·enjoyed by closing one's eyes and letconcert held at the Hollywood Bowl ting your own imagination set the
earlier this year. Quality-wise the stage.
film is highly suspect. A grainy texThe Kids Are Alright deals with
ture is ever-present, probably due to the history of the Who through a
the concert being shot.in 16mm and series of film clips dating back to
then blown up to 35mm. Yet the 1964 when ~W~Y.. Jta~ their first
result is not altogether bad, for
- con't to page a
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Throttles Kenyon 81-70

'.'Staak's Pack" wins opener
because of the long line of fans still Staak's squad.
Staak remedied the problem at
outside the fieldhouse, was won by
A boisterous crowd of over 4,000 · ·XU and the Muskies quickly grabb- haiftime. "I told the team that we
packed into Schmidt Fieldhouse · ed a permanent lead with Jon needed to gain momentum right
Saturday to witness the debut of Hanley's 15 ft. jumper. Hanley, who away in the second half," he explainCoach Staak and the "Staak At- finished with 18 points, scored on ed. "The first four minutes of these-·
tack." The crowd cheered the three more outside shots in the open- cond half can be really important."
M uskies on to an 81-70 victory over ing minutes to help XU jump in front
Massa took heed and fired in two
Kenyon College.
12-4.
successive baskets, leading a
"The people made it happen,"
Throughout the first half XU held M. usketeer scoring spree that bulged
declared Co-captain Gary Massa of a marginal lead, shootingconsistent- their lead to 13 points and buried
the enthusiastic crowd. "We've never ly and dominating the boards, but Kenyon's comeback hopes. Kenyon
had a crowd like this for an opener." the Musketeers were unable to pull · managed to close the lead to nine
Massa gave the fans plenty to away from the determined Kenyon points but the Muskie defense, shifting form ,zone to man-to-man
cheer about as he poured in 20 points team.
and grabbed eleven rebounds.to pace
"We were both bigger and faster throughout the game, tightened up
the Muskies' offensive attack. His than Kenyon," Massa observed, "so and never allowed the Lords to
69.2 shooting percentage from the theytriedtoslowthegamedownand seriously threaten.
floor also led the XU squad, which play smart." The Lords of Kenyon
"We played good defense in theseshot a solid 56.7 from the floor and did just that in the first half, cutting cond half," Staak commented. The
92.9 from the free-throw line.
off the Musketeer 'fast break and Musketeers continued to dominate
The tip-off, delayed ten minutes forcing nine turnovers from the boards, out-rebounding the
Lords 36-23. David Anderson put in
a strong defensive showing, nabbing
14 rebounds and six blocked shots to .
support Staak's pre-season assertion
that Anderson "will help us where we
need it most - in our rebounding."
Anderson also tallied I I points in the
contest.
Senior Keith Walker played a
'. nearly flawless game, dishing out ten
., -· assists while shooting JOO percent one for one from the field and eight
for eight from the free-throw line.
Freshman starter Anthony Hicks
fared well in his college debut, scoring ten points and displaying longrange shooting talent. "I was a little
nervous in the first half,'" Hicks admitted. "I tried not to look at the
crowd."
Co-captain Dwight Hollins
rounded out the attack with eight
points and six rebounds.
XU took on Thomas More Tues.day and will travel to· Bloomington
tomorrow for the Indiana Classic,
where it clashes with the number one
ranked team in the country, Indiana,
in the opening game.
By KEN MENKHAUS
spor11 Editor

Photo by Tom CHiii•

Mike O'Brien, this year's Muake't,er mascot, helps build enthusiasm In
Saturday's already pepped-up. crowd.

FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES
Qualify for a job in the 1980's and ,
have fun doing it. ..
Enroll in the Army ROTC Basic
Course. Meet once a week. Earn 1
·credit hour.
LEARN:
How to lead
How to organize
How to rappell
How to shoot
Trip to Fort Knox, Ky.
ENJOY:
Canoeing.
Miiitary Ball
For an Army ROTC
APPLY:
Scholarship
No Haircut Regulation
No Marching
No Miiitary ·Obligation

Enroll in MS 102 or call Cpt.
Ed Kaster at 745-3646.
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Sophomore forw•rd Jon H•nley eels up • pl•Y th•t helped X•vler tO • 11·70
triumph over Kenyon College S•turd•Y· HHley h•d 11 point• for lhHhowlng.

Sailors finish
18th ·in nation
By JOHN DUGAN
Sport1 Reporitr

On November· 21-23, the Xavier
Sailing Team participated in the
33rd annual Timme Angsten Regat.:
ta at the Chicago Yacht Club. This
regatta was the Collegiate National
Championship for which 18 schools
from around the country qualified.
Xavier; along with Miami and Ohio
Wesleyan, represented the southeast
area of the Mid west.
Xavier sent a team .of 12 sailors in- ·
, eluding: Coach Tom Grogan; "A"
skipper, John Graham; "B"

skippers, John Dugan and Tim
Grell; and crews, Mark Weyer, Beth
~iegel, Tammy Brinkmann, Cathy
Selzer, Michelle Edmonston, Fred
Wagner; and Debbie Wright.

The battle for first place between
Navy and Kings Point was one of the
most exciting finishes in several
XAVIER (81) - MHH 9 2·2 20; Hlfllty 9 0-0 18;
Andereon 8 2-214; K,'Wmlktr 1 1-110; Hieb 5 0years. On the final day, after 30 .
0 10; Schotnllld 0 0-0 O Hollln• 4 1·2 9; A.
races, both schools were tied with.
Wmlker 0 0-0 O. Totml1 34 13-14 11.
151 points. The lead switched five
KENYON (70) -' Reinke I 9-il 25; MeU1 4 2·2 10;
Rogere 8 4-5 20; K•n•or 3.0-1 I; PtttrlOll o o-o
times
before Kings Point won first
O; Rlllzzl 0 0-1 O; Stvegt 0 0-0 O; Blll'rtll 2 0-0 4.
place honors by a narrow 5 points.
Tollll1 28 18·22 70.
HALFTIME - XHltr 38, Kenyon 31.
Third, fourth, and fifth place went to
Tufts, Tulane, and Berkeley, respectively. Ohio Wesleyan captured sixth
place for the best finish in the
Midwest.·
· .,,
Xavier proved it was a national
, contender, displaying some fine sailing early in the regatta. Two fifth
pfaces, one. each by John Graham .
with crew. Mark Weyer and John
~ Dugan with crew Beth Siegel
boosted Xavier incontentionagainst
formidable competition. Unfor. lunately,' three days of racing in
erratic winds twisting off .C:~ii:.ago
. skyscrapers and varying froffi,{to 20
m.p.h. took its ioll on the.J1ovice
Xavier team as they placed' 18th
· overall. Amazed by the consistency
and expertise of some of the schools,
team· captain John Graham commented, "Those guys from Navy
really can sail!"
.
The 18th place finish was disappointing, said Grah~m, but not
altogether · surprising· considering
that Xavier was seeded 18th in the
regatta. Realistically, Xavier had .
hoped to beat a few schools but kn1,1w
that would be difficult, he added.
Despite a low finish, coach Tom
Grogan was pleased with the team's
overall seasonal performance.
Qualifying for the nationals was one
of many· goals achieved. Others include winning the University of Ci_nAnne Ab•I• Photo
Junior G•ry M•Ha gu•rda Kenyon Lord during Saturd•Y'• contest In Schmidt cinnati.regatta and placing in the top
half in six. out of nine regattas.'
Memorl•I Fieldhouse, as forward DHld Anderton look• on.
.lAVIER NEWS

XU faces Miami tomorrow night

· .By JOE JACOBS
Sport1 R91*ter

"Friday night at the fights"
becomes a reality tomorrow night at
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse as
the Xavier Boxing Club hosts a
rematch battle against the Miami
University boxers.
XU's senior captain Matt Venuti
leads the Musketeer boxers as he
takes the club into its second season
of existerice. Venuti reports that
Xavier will be hosting a major tournament at the Fieldhouse later on
this season.
For now, XU will foeus its attention on the young Redskin team,
who will be trying to avenge last
year's loss to the Muskies. That
match was the first inter-collegiate
boxing ever in Cincinnati and it was
hCld before an enthusiastic and ap-·
preciative crowd of almost 2000 at
the Fieldhouse. Aaron Pryor fought
an exhibition bout as a preliminary
to the Muskie-Redskin match.
Boxing coach and U.S. Olympic
official Rolly Schwartz will provide
the tutelage in the corners for Xavier
once again.
Besides the welterweight Venuti,
other Muskies to watch · will be
· middleweight Todd Frazier and
light-heavyweight, co-captain
Lance Rushing.
The big man in Xavier boxing is
new heavyweight Cham Harper. The
6'3"-250 lb. Harper is fast with quick
hand action and could be the best

fighter on the team.
Miami will be led by boxer-coach
John Patton, Sr. when they bring a
young squad down from the Oxford,
Ohio campus.
The bouts will be staged in ten
matches with weight categories
overlapping in some instances due to
more than one boxer being in the
same categories. The boxing ring
itself is the largest made measuring

22 feet by 22 feet. This should
provide for a lot of movement and
action in the ring, says Venuti.
The match will be video-taped by
WCET-TV channel 48 and shown
late Friday night after the fights are
over.
Tickets to the general puclic will
cost $2 with XU students admitted
free with an l.D. The competition
gets underway at 7:-30 p.m ..

name: DWIGHT HOLLINS
team: MEN'S BASKETBALL
yr: junior
position: forward
ht: 6-6
wt: 200
hometown: Cleveland Heights, Ohio
PllolO br C•lhr Rl8-

Xavler boxer John Vul1nlch apera In preparation for tomorrow nlght'a 12-bout
match against Miami of Ohio, algnalllng the start of XU'• 1971-10 boxing
...aon. The match wlll begin 1t 7:30 p.m., In the FleldhouH. Adml11lon la free,
but don1tlon1 for the club wlll be accepted.

Muskies place third

Rifl·8 team hosts Walsh match
. By MIKE O'RIELLY

As Co-captain of the basketball squad, Dwight is playing his first .
year of ball for XU after starring for two years at Hilbert Junior ·
College in New York, where he won honor as All-Conference, AllRegion, and two-time MVP in Region Ill. In addition, Dwight set a
single-game scoring record of 38 points for his school while averaging
20.8 ppg. with 11.3 rebounds.
"Ike," as his teammates call him, was originally a football player at
Cleveland Heights High School until he switched to basketball during
his senior year. A versatile cager, Dwight may play as a guard this year
as well as a foJ'Ward, according to Coach Bob Staak.
A resident of Kuhlman Hall, Dwight is a Communication Arts
major. For relaxation, he enjoys listening to music and riding his
bicycle.

A mild upset occurred in the SerThe Ft. Benning Jr. team, with a
vi cc Division as Cincinnatian 4461 score, took junior division
· The 23rd. Annual Walsh In-. William Beard of the Army Reserve
honors. The Indian hills Jr. team was
·
vitational Rifle Match was hosted by outscored three-time Olympic gold second.
the Xavier. Rifle Team in mid- medalist Ltc. Lones Wigger 1166 to
The civilian division was won by
Novem her over a two weekend span. 1163.
the Goodyear Zeppelin team of
The University of Alaska captured Akron, Ohio with a score of 4347.
The match was highlighted by the
participation of the University of the Scholarship Category with a Second place went to the Southwest
. Alaska and Olympic gold medalist team score of 4502. Second place Ohio Rifle League Team.
Lones Wigger in a field of 135 com- went fo Eastern Kentucky Universi~
Xavier, after the Walsh Tour·naty.,
.
petitors from eight states.
ment, has competed in several more
The varsity division was won by matches but results are not as yet
Xavier, in its best finish in several
years in a major tournament, cap- Eastern Washington with a score of available. These matches have comtured third place in the Rote division 4412. R ose-H ulman was second with . pleted the fall schedule for the team
With a full course score of 4094. Al Ohio State's Scarlet (foam) placing but a heavy spring schedule is yet to
be faced.
Joseph led the team with a fifth third.
place, 1061 score. Mike O'Reilly,
with a 1041 count, finished 10th;
Pete Walton finished 16th by scoring
1001; Tony Brown scored 991 to
finish 18th; and Kevin DeNoma
placed 19th with a 962 count.
Morehead State ·captured the
The season opens on Saturday, Louisville and Depauw University in
Rote title with a score of 4293, while December 8, for the XU men's swim a double dual meet.
Missouri Southern finished second team when they travel to Louisville
Coach Alice Hoffman commented
with a 4207 count.
to take on the University of that the swimmers are looking im- ·
pressive despite having only a few
weeks of.practice before this meet.
Consisting mostly of newcomers, the
Musketeers. have only three returning swimmers from last year: Jim·
Kahler, backstroke; Shawn O'Brien,
· breaststroke; and John Graham,
freestyle. Newcomers to the team are
Rick Martin, Bob ·Jacob, Peter
Larison, Tom Fesolowich, Bob KelPhoto by Anne Ab1te
ly, and Joe Connor. Also swimming Beth· Hake wlll pace lhl1 year'• women'• ba1ketbell team with her 18-polnt.
with· the team are two girls, Peggy .verage. Hake 1cored the mo1t polnt1 ever by a fre1hm1n player at Xavier Regan and Mary Kendrick, both of men and women - l11t yeer, 415.
whom have qualified for the
women's stat~ meet at Cleveland
State.
lpCll'tl Reporter

Swim season opens

Lady cagers prepping

Tom Wickstrom is diving solo for
the team again this year. "The
Musketeers are looking forward to
an exciting season," saY,s Coach
Hoffman.
There will be plenty of opporutnity to catch the action during five
home meets in the Sports Center
pool. We'll be looking to improve on
last year's 6-3 record."

Plloto br Ann• Ab•t•

Fre1hm1n Tony Hick• putt up two during tlr1t hall play Saturday afternoon.
Hlck1 ended th• game with 10 point• - • good at1rt.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER I, 11JI

·Hoffman added that anyone interested in swimming with the team
or helping at the meets should contact her at the pool immediately.

"Under construction" is perhaps
the most apt term for the women's
basketball team, which is practicing
hard in preparation for the upcoming season. Sporting nine
freshman, the squad is in the pro<;ess
of rebuilding. Although aware that
size is the biggest handicap, coacl)
Laurie Massa feels ·confident that
speed will be a reliable asset in the
future. She also reported satisfaction
in the team members' willingness to
work and to learn, which will be a
key factor in determining the team's
success.
Massa recently announced that

the three captains of this year's team
are sophomore Beth Hake and
juniors Ann Haas and Moira
Hickey. Hake holds the honor of be-·
ing the highest scoring freshman in
the history of Xavier men and
women's basketball. In general,
however, this year's team is wellbalanced with many talented·.
players. As assistant coach Sheila
Conolly s3id, "There isn't any one
person that we wouldn't hestiate to
put in."
The women opened their season
on Tuesday against Thomas More:
PAGES

Edilors
GLENN A FELTZ..· ROBB R. SHRADl;R
MOLLY M. MASSET DONALD P. TASSONE
.SANDRA A. SCHROEDER
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----Letters---Changes in security
merit students' support XU theology program defended
Fr. Mulligan's approval 'of the security measures proposed
by student government and student development is a longawaited step in the right direction. .
For years, students have wondered just how safe Xavier is.
And since the beginning of. the semester, students- have
expressed a feeling of insecurity about campus. A few minor
incidents in the dorms reminded everyone that measures were
necessary to insure that no major further confrontations occur.
·
Xavier became security-conscious. ·
· Both student government and student development
responded well to these feelings of insecurity by proposing a
number of well thought-out changes for the security structure.
Fr. ~ulligan responded with equal understanding by
endorsmg nearly all the proposals and calling for their
immediate implementation.
·
Students also must accept these changes and the added
responsibility necessary for their success.
One can now call for security directly through the
information desk, a needed change. Students must now
exercise proper judgment in deciding when a situation warrants
security rather than the GA.
Keeping a more accurate log at the desk adds another
dimension to the duties of the student workers there. This is,
however, not a dramatic change, ana therefore should not .
cause major complications.
Stationing students by the hall doors to monitor incoming
pers~ns is ~n excellent idea, if it can be implemented. Not only
1s this asking a student to question his. peers, but it is also
demanding that a student be questioned by the desk personnel.
Both of these concepts are, unfortunately, a necessary
inconvenience to students if Xavier is to have a sound security
·
system. Cooperation in this area is essential.
The biggest inconvenience students are being asked to accept
centers around locking the auxiliary doors at night. This
requires, for example, students to enter Kuhlman Hall from the
first floor door (not the ground floor) when coming from the
parking lot.
fill;
The News applauds the changes. in the security system and
the efforts of both student government and student
development in soliciting these changes. We hope the· students
?f Xavi~r re.cogn!z~ the necessity o( incurring some
mconvemence m gammg a safer campus and that they accept
these changes with the maturity of college-aged adults.

Orkan interpretations
of Xavier basketball
By .GREG WYCH
New• co1 ....n111
it through the hole. When one team
MORK: Mork calling Orson, come doesn't have the pumpkin, they try
in Orson. Mork calling Orson, come· to block the other team from throw,'/
ingthe pumpkin into the hoop. If the
in Orson...
.
ORSON: What have you got to throwers miss the hoop, everybody
report this week, Mork? . .
jumps as high as they can to get the
MORK: Well, your Immenseness, pumpkin.
this week I have observed an unusual ORSON: And they play this basketearthen ritual called basketball. This ball at Xavier, Mork?
'
yearly ritual takes place every winter MORK: Oh, they play a special
at the university called Xavier.
brand of basketball here. Everybody
ORSON: What is basketball, Mork'! is excited because the new coach has
MORK: You have to see it to believe hair and jumps up and down like the
it your Imperial Margurineness. Ten players. Most of all, everybody isexguys wearing only their colored un- cited because of the new dudes that
derwear run up and down a wooden are playing for Xavier. One of the
floor, chasing this rubber pumpkin. guys is really fast and throws the
Then, when somebody catches the pumpkin well. Another couple of
pumpkin, he tries to throw it guys can jump real high, while
through a little hoop. If he succeeds, another guy can shoot the pumpkin
he scores some points.
through the hoop and still keep his
hair in place.
ORSON:Thatdoesn'tsoundtooexciting ...
ORSON: Sounds pretty hedonistic, MORK: Oh, no, you Giganticness.
Mork.
Although there is very littletogetexMORK: Oh, wait your Bulkiness, cited about at Xavier, this seems to
there is more. Basketball has some be something genuinely exciting. A
religious connotations too. First, a lot of people think that this team will
huge crowd praises the half-naked win a lot of games. Even this· dude
players as they are introduced onto Zip Rzzepa thinks that they will do
the floor. They are cheered on by well.
these females with pom-poms who ORSON: Zip Rzzepa?
wear even Jess clothes and ju~p up MORK: Zip is really big down here
and down.
around Xavier. lthink the earthlings
0 R SON: Are these basketball watch him because he seems to know
his stuff about basketball. Ark, ark
players human?
MORK.: These dudes are like ark,. .. getthatjoke,yourslobbiness?
humans, Orson, but they seem to ORSON: I think that's enough for
have a lot of aggression. Whenever this week, Mork. Sign off, al right?
they get close to the hoop, they like MORK: Oh, all right, Orson; I can
to jump as high as they can and stuff take a hint. This is Mork from Ork
PAGE•
signing off. Nanu, Nanu.
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To the Editor:
and criticized two Xavier sponsored
In response to the November 29 ·theology programs in particular, I
letter("Alum questions XU theology would like to share my personal
program") published in the News, we reaction.
would like to address a few points
I too have attended several of the
that the ·anonymous author ttieblogy programs sponsored by
overlooked.
Xavier recently and, although a
First of all, since the author does number of different theological
not specify directly which theology- issues were confronted, all opinions
related programs he attended were expressed in an open-minded
(presuming by his signature that he is manner which was respectful
a man), it is very difficult to respond toward, and sought responses from,
to his criticism, except in a general those present holding differing
sense. We feel, however, that.some opinions. Unlike. the alumnus, I did
defense of the programs is warranted not find the programs shocking,
by his attack.
ridiculing, scandalous, or sickening.
Programs addressing contem- On the contrary, I found them t\l be
pQrary theological issues need not be very thought ·provoking and
seen as the "opportunities to dis- educational.
credit the teaching and authority" of
The alumnus' response of scanthe church but rather as opportli- dalized shock toward the examina-,
nities which may enrich the personal tion of various viewpoints in regard
growth of all concerned people in · to church doctrine leads me to
their everyday lives.
suspect that he finds culpability in
It seems to us to be the purpose of free enquiry. If this is the case, I
theological discussion to point up would ask him of what value his
the fact that growth can· result from
beliefs are if they cannot be supcritical reflection on the Christian ported by free inquiry?
If by "poisonous undermining of
tradition in light of faith and the
the faith" he refers to the impartial
Gospel. ·
"The conviction that theology and objective examination of the
ought to be studied on one's knees" is Catholic faith, then yes his worst
a prime example of how easily one suspicions are true, that there are
can misinterpret the meaning of theology courses at Xavier which
theology as a discipline. There is a poisonously undermine and attempt
vast difference between discrediting to discredit that which is unfounded
the faith and engaging in intellectual ·· .and untrue. In fact, this could be said
of all courses which truly warrant the
diaglogue with it.
We, as theology majors, find that lineral arts distinction. I would rethe programs sponsored both by mind him that, although a Jesuit uniXavier as a community and by our versity, Xavier is also in essence a
department in particular do not liberal arts university and therefore
"ridicule the faith." They in fact seeks in all courses, including
serve as a basis for intellectual theology, to empatheticly and openstimulation regarding theological mindedly observe orthodox and
matters, and moreover, a re\ffirma- traditional beliefs. Yet, Xavier does
tion of our own faith in the context not attempt to endoctrinate its student thinking by suppressing conof the world around us. · .
We suggest to our "concerned trary arguments. As a student I am
alumnus" that there is a time for very grateful for such courses. As a
prayer done "on one's knees," but Catholic, I am particularly grateful
that theology must· be done on one's for such theology courses. .
feet with enough conviction that one
The writer speaks of the programs
is not personally threat~ned by as diminishing Jesus' power. If one
different perspectives from within holds a largely unrealistic and unex:.
one's own religious persuasion.
amined picture of Jesus, then yes, the
Sincerely, programs at Xavier might possibly
Carol McGrath be viewed as having a diminishing
Michelle Tolorzic effect. Personally, I have found that
Molly Murray they have had just the opposite
effect. Before reluctantly taking the
To the Editor:
required theology courses at Xavier,
· In regards to the concerned alum- I found it quite difficult to seriously
nus' letter in thit'November 29 issue or firmly embrace any belief in
which · questioned the intent of regard to ·my church or Jesus.
theology courses at Xavier in general Although I still do not fully believe

** * *

in all the church's teachings, the
lucid clarificatfons provided by my
theology courses have enabled me to
arrive at much surer and firmer convictions regarding Jesus, his message
and the Catholic Church. Without
this background, I don't think it
would have been possible for me, as
an unquestioning simple believer, to
seriously examine the doctrines of
my faith or scripture.
Theology "studied on one's knees"
is fine as long as one does not
proceed ·from this position to the
comfortable sanctuary, provided by
the sand when one's head is stuck
· ·
into it.
P. Gariety

****

To the editor:
The November 29 issue of the
. Xavier News published a letter signed simply"A concerned alumnus." It
is frustrating to respond to a faceless
writer. I would hope that the News,
foll owing the ·policy of other
reputable newspapers does . not
publish anonymous letters, and
hence knows to whom to send a copy
of this issue of the News.
It is even more frustrating to try to
respond to the ambiguous charges
which . "shocked, if not· scandalized" the writer. I would like to
know which "two programs in this
sacred field" he refers to and precisely what was said that evoked his
value-studded judgmental jargon,
for example, "this poisonous under~
mining of the faith might possible be
part of the theology program"
(emphasis mfoe)and "inject innuendoes subtly ridiculing the faith." The
letter itself was a glaring example of
not-so-subtle "innuendoes."
· I think I speak for the members of
the theology department when I say
that any one of us who might be the
unnamed target of these accusations
would be willing to discuss the points
at issue with "a concerned alumnus"
or anyone else who is open to a
serious discussion cf viable
theological options.
Moreover, as chairperson of the
department, I invite the writer of the
letter to a Christian exchange of
theological views either with me personally or through the medium of
the News.
.. Sincerely
Carl J. Moell, S.J.
· Chairperson
Theology Department
745-3318 or 3635

Food Week praised as successful
'fo the Editor:
"Having seen four Food Weeks in
my years here·, and being close in the
past to the people coordinating these
events, I can say that this year's Food
Week was very successful, in terms
of the quality and visibility of the displays, the good planning, and the .
number of students aware of these
activities.
"It was truly a massive undertaking, and the well directed effort
produce.d a very effective display,·
well planned, well managed, and
effective in bringing across the
message."
These words of a Xavier student
and other comments the committee
has heard were gratifying to those involved with Food Week. Those who
planned Food: Celebration and Survival have begun to evaluate what
happened and· have started to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of
what was done. The committee invites all of you to join in reflecting on
.ways we can continue to grow in our·

knowledge of food issues, in our use
of this staple o'f life, and in the way in
which food is produced and brought
to our table.
'
· The right to life and the right to eat
are inseparable, and we also need to
reflect on hunger in a fertile world.
411 Xavier students fasted. The committee thought those of you who ·
fasted should help decide where the
money set. aside should go.
Suggested has been Cambodian
Relief, Cincinnati Free Store, Cincinnati Bread for the World, United·
Farmworkers, St. Vincent DePaul
Society. We ask you to vote this Fri.,
Dec. 7 outside the cafeteria. The
money will then be distributed ·
proportionately.
The commitee would also .appreciate your reflections about Food
Week. Most importantly, we would
like the names of those who want to
become a charter member of a new
group who would promote food
issues on campus and to the larger
community.

I personally would like to thank
Damian Dagenbach, Jerry Harp,
Beth Jordan, Gerry Thiemann, Susie
Kramer, Paul Wack, Cullen Swinson, Peggy Regan, Liz Nolan, Molly
Rourke, Randy ·McCravy, Mary
Roesener, Tom McManus, Sue
Savageau, Mary Beth. Burst,
Michelle · Tocorzic and Jolynn
Chism.
I appreciate the cooperation of
Student Development, the University Center, Food Service, the Library,
the Bookstore, the Pied Piper, Breen
Lodge, the Xavier News WVXU~
FM, Public. Relations; Communication Arts, the Bellarmirie Chapel
Comminity Affairs commission, the
faculty, students and all who pat·
ticipated in any way.
J would like to thank especially
Kathleen Cusick and Jodi Grundy of
Rural Resources without whose help
Food Week would not have been
possible.
Rev. Benjamin J. Urmston,S.J.
Campus Ministry
IAVllll NIWI

Excellence unhindered by tenure
By SANDY CARROLL
Newa Reporter

The concept of academic freedom
encompasses both freedom to teach
and freedom to learn.
·
· Academic tenure was ideally
created to gua~antee freedom to
teach. Some critics, however, contend that tenure merely provides job
security to incompetent teachers or
even able teachers who have
stagnated in an overly secure )ob.
Does tenure then infringe on
students' freedom to learn? .
Dr. Roger A. Fortin, assistant
vice-president for research and
academic planning at Xavier, estimates that 70 percent of Xavier's
full-time faculty is tenured. Xavier
professors win tenure at the end of
seven years - provided that they are
approved by the Committee of Rank
·· and Tenure.
Fortin said that profe_ssors who
use tenure as a shield for apathy or
incompetence are rare exceptions.
He added that such criticism is un-

fair to the thousands of professors dean will then speak to the professor
who view tenure is an assurance that in question or his department chairresearch findings will not be softened man. Cusick contends that most inor suppressed.
dividual problems can-be ironed out
Critics who oppose tenure express in this way.
concern that tenured professors are
unresponsive to student input.
According to Cusick, the univerHowever. Dr. Charles J. Cusick, sity is concerned with the overall
dean of the college of arts and pattern of student reactions which
sciences, points out that every emerges over several years. Cusick
Xavier professor is evaluated by his maintains that there will always be
students each semester. The results some dissatisfied students. However,
of these evaluations are reviewed by he added that tenure is not irreversidepartment chairmen, regardless of ble. Professors are not protected by
the professor's tenure status.
tenure in cases where demand for
If a student has a specific problem their area of expertise has diswith a faculty member, he may ask appeared. Further, even tenured
the dean to act-as mediator. The stu- professors may be released because
Photo 1111' Tom CHllle
dent may go directly to the dean or of demonstrated incompetence, he Gr•ndm• (P•lll Walters) 1colda D•ddy (Chuck Gugllotlll) In the X•vler
set· up an appointment through one said.
Players' production of The Amerlcen Dream by Edward Albee. The American
of the student ombudsmen. The
- con't lo page 8 Dream and The Real Inspector Hound continue throug" this weekend.
,_;_---------------------------------------------...,,-------,

MUSICAL
ARTISTS
Desiring to under·
take o jozz·rock·fusion
project Cie. Bob Jomes,
David Sanborn) Please
coll Jim, 841·1461.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW'
available to practice

IMMIGRATION
and
NATURALIZATION
LAW
Stephen E. Greer
Monica r. Bohlen
806 Main Street
381-2040
General Practice

UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
AN ASPEN FILM SOCIETY WILLIAM E. McEUEN •
DAVID V. PICKER PRODUCTION
A CARL REINER FILM

STEVE MARTIN

In.

1heJERl<

BRANDYWINE

SKI RESORT
has

FULL TIME JOBS
inside 01 outside
for men or gals who can drop
out winter quarter. Pay start~
at $3. 50 per hour; can earn
$2500 before spring and save
most of it. Free sleeping
quarters provided.
Write to: Box 343,
Northfield, Ohio 44067 and
tell us about yourself.

NEED CREDIT?
'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase bad debt records
Skip bills without ~uining credit
Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
Information on updated credi_t laws and legislation
Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

SEND FOR

THE CREDIT GAME

THESE

CREDIT

}

PROBLEMS

t

with

THE CREDIT GAME
Send Check or
Money Order to

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum ·payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command.·"·

SOLVE ALL

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO.

3035TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NV 10016

r----------ONLY$5.95_________ _
I
I
I
I

!!
I
I

THURIDAY, DICIMIEA I, 1171

(N.Y. residents add 8% Sales Tax)

Enclosed is$ __.__________ for -----'Books
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - City __
. - - - - - - State - - - - - - Z i p
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
I

PAOE7

Excellence from 7

' Nau1h1y Nolans Be 1ood!!IM0 and Bib are comin1
home!!!
I offer my 1866 ford for $100 Cash!!!!!

The Carnegie Commission on
Hjper Education projects that 90
percent of all university professors
will be tenured by 1990. Some
educators are worried that tenure
would then act as a· barrier to new
talent entering the teaching field. At
such a time, a critical reevaluation
may be in order, according to t!le
Carnegie Commission.

1

: farnem·mm

THE EAR.LY

·

Pat. Mike, Sean. Katie. the Mr. iind Mrs. Santa won"t
be the only visitors al Christmas.
Go Arch!!l!!!ll!!!
Who1e Birthday is Dec. '¥1?!1?7!?!?
I

The Bmck P•I• ls.ii free classified section·
·available lo students, faculty, arid staff of
'· Xavier. University. Ads should not exceed
1 twenty words and must be submitted 'n
I writing al the University Center Information .
1 Desk c/o Th• Bliek
no later than the
: Sunday preceding publication. Sorry, no ad
.• wl!! be repeated unless resubmitted .

P•

Giselle -

Is ii true you don't go halfway?

In Boston, do they call Hal'\'ard, "the Xavier oflhe East
Coast?'!11 rm rrrrttttl1tttrrn"
Mister Cheese Coney wishes everyone a Merry Christ-

mas!!!
Hi Brat Sisters! Your Brothers Still Love You.
Pete, Loose any term papers lately'l'!'m'mrrmrmr!?

BR, you•rc a "Man.for all 'Hours·.·
M.M., We love it when you type;

·H.B.·day Elbein, love, Jelly Bean and Marshmallow

Please disregard any obscene ads concerning SF. CH.
or 2 west Huaman.

Chick

2 west Hmm1n obscene ad. MBM·

filol~t

Movie from 3
bonafide hit "I Can't Explain. ''Thus
we not only hear the group evolve,
but see the process as well. Early
clips from T. V. shows like "Shindig"
and "The Smothers Brothers" offer
some humorous memories along
. with a glimpse at a superband in its
infancy.
The sequence of the film is not
strictly progressive, but jumps from
present to past freely. Interviews with
the band members that are interspersed throughout provide in•
sights into the groups motivation as
well as breaking up the monotony of
concert scenes. The visual impact of
contrasting black and white with
color film clips emphasizes the
change in styles the band has undergone; Yet from the early days of
destruction highlighted by the
smashing of amplifiers and drum
sets to the later· acrobatics of
guitarist Peter Townsend, one underlying characteristic remains, and
that is the pure energy the band exudes. It is this the movie captures so
well.
It is the hallmark of the Who to
capture the driving, chaotic energy
of youth in its songs. The lyrics from
"My Generation" emphasize what
the music says so simply:
People try. to put us down, just
because we get around
The things they do look awful cold,
Hope I die before I get old
1his is my gneration, this is my
generation, baby
Why don't they all fff-fade away.
. But due to the techonolgical state
of the art, much of the earlier
material suffers in recording quality.
It proves a necessary prerequisite to
view the film in order to fully appreciate the album.
So if you're looking for a movie, I
recommend The Kids Are Alright.
But if an excellent soundtrack suits
your fancy, then go with Neil Young.

Jeanne· O'Mals, Did popcorn brinii Grace to

Dneo ba1•ctball slow down the bmine11???'/???'ml
If you arc temporarily disc:ontinuina your Education,
or you can only work for a limited time, we ~l\"C thejob
for you: Our Orpnit1tion needs several men and
women, o>er 18 to work 11 least 3 months. No experience nece1sary. lnle1'11iew· can be made by calli113:
579-0980.

=

W@

WGJIIDfl

3 cheers for Chuck Menstrupl We l.ove You. Chuck!
Mus•ie Fans
·
D.B., Fred Flint~tone isCa111. Kangaroo"inC01niio."
Happy St. Nick"• Day!!111! .
MoOR head is backlll!l!ll!ll!!
Ei1h1 out pf Ei1h1 - Go Buff1lo!ll!!
Cindy, miochief tonigh1nm?'mnMllM
" A-R-C-H-Y'
;;He_y_w;-ha-te_ve_rbec:--am_e_o-:-fp=-'ci,...or_O:_pa_rm-.1-1!??7•• - I love Zink)!l!f!lll

OOOOllilU'

0000®000@@@~

Record ·.Arcade
New Wave
Pre-owned
Records

Reggae
Soul
Collectables

Pele, arc you lyinl'l'f!1l'lsianed Skin Graf,

OFF

KHM - Mr. October?!
Friday ni1ht at the Fi1hts ...... this Fridayl!I
Happy Birthday Mikel Love, Carole
Dave, I fo1101 your photie number and my Mommy
won't let me into Kentuc;kyl !! If
Tomorrow nisht .... 7:30.... Fieldhouse .... Bethere!!l!l!I!
What happened to Elad? ... He 101 lott in his books.
Kathy, Who's your kril krir111emmrrrrmn
M.H., Where has Prince Valiant 1one't11'1'!?'1'!?
Do you like Pina Coladamrtrrrl'l'!???rtttrtrrtmmn

with any single purchase,
This coupon and your X.U. l.D.
5951 Hamllton Avenue
·
1 Block South of North Bend a Hamilton

"

631--4912

. .. GennyCream will
.wake up your t
. ·.fastl••

BIR~
... ,
.~.~
~·

Class begins
12/22 ..

.,.

.

APRIL

_.

-...
-26

I

MCAT
Join our "Early Bird" a"d / ,
Winter Cla11e1 In Preparetlon
for Your Spring 1980 Eiiam1
Call.Days Evenings & Weekends

-

(513) 821-2288
~

USIPllPWllB
SHCIAllSllSIHltlJI
fllf

ln•11111t1GftAN~t(IU1t1C1•11•1

lo .. trf1t..l•ICIUlC•l•n&t.ll•Ollll

Out1ldrMYStll1

WL 1.. ~ •HI: . . .UJ.tfH

7719 Reading Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237
Other MCAT classes begin

2/18, 2/24, 3/24

.l

Try to compare Genesee Cream Ale

with any other brew. You know what?
You can't. Because Genny Cream is
different. There's just nothing around
with Genny's distinctive flavor. A
flavor that will wake up every tastebud you have .. Don't be surpf!sed if

you never buy a glass of your old brew
again.·
So make up your mind. "I ain't gonna
bore my taste no more-gonna have
me a Genny Cream.'' Today ..

llASSAI MOTORS, llC.
3813 llollt"l)WY !load
CillCIMati, Ollio •12

5.11·M

10% OFF
on •II aervl.ce •nd perta to,
1tudent1 and fRuHy
.with_ ldentlflc~lon ct1rdl.

x.u.
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It's something different!
GBCO ROCH: N.Y.

XAVIER NEW&

...

